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Polotsk State 
Forest College

We invite you to take part in the
festival!

Purpose of the Festival:
Create a platform to demonstrate professional
skills, exchange experience and strengthen
partnerships between forest education
institutions between the CIS countries.

Festival participants:
Students from State, Commercial Institutions
of High, Secondary Specialized and Vocational
Education who are ready to demonstrate their
knowledge and professional skills in the field of
forestry.

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
COMPETITIONS

www.pglk.belstu.by

pglk@belstu.by

www.pglk.belstu.by

Like a tree
through the
centuries

Press release

A distinctive feature of the Festival is the
combination of a professional skills
competition and an educational and leisure
program.

The competitive part consists of the “Forest
Path” quest and the “Lumberjack” competition
itself.

As part of the educational program, teachers
have the opportunity to take part in Master
Classes, trainings and seminars. The students
enjoy participating in quizzes and sporting
events. Guests will also enjoy a rich leisure
program visiting the main attractions of the
town.

The cost of participation is
calculated individually!

Brunch of Educational
establishment Belarusian State

Technical University 



The photo shows the
participating team in the
professional skills competition
“Lumberjack”, coach Anton
Chetyrbok

2019: International festival of
professional skills

2023: International Festival of
Professional Competence
"Forest Games"

Best
performances:

Championship of the Republic of
Karelia (Russia) Boris Mazko 5th
place in the individual
competition Organizers of festivals of

professional competency

A team was created in 2021in
preparation for the “Fireman”
competition in forest fire
fighting skills.

Geography of participation:
regional competitions
(Republic of Belarus)

Professional skills
competitions

Lumberjack

A team was created in 2019 in
preparation for the professional skills
competition “Lumberjack”.
The only junior team where the
participants are girls!
The guys immediately made a name
for themselves far beyond the
borders of our homeland.

Geography of participation: Belarus,
Russia, Estonia, Latvia

International competitions for
fellers (Ogre, Latvia) Victoria
Usmanova – 3rd place in the
individual competition

Fireman

2021-2023
participation in
 5 competitions

In the photo there is the forest
fire fighting team “Fireman”,
coach Tatyana Kartashova


